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Tamsin: If I haven’t been facing my fears properly and think I’ve completed 6 
lines already, do I need to go back and redo any of those lines that I think are 
completed or do I just continue from where I am and sit with each line longer?

Belinda: Continue where you are at. Only go back if your intuition is strongly tell-
ing you to. But I think your intuition is telling you to move forward.

Tamsin: Could the fact that I don’t “feel” anything energy-wise, White Light wise, 
be that I need to work on my trust because I’m so linear-logical and I have to get 
over having something tangible?

Belinda: Yes!

Tina: Thank you for the amazing global retreat! At the end the first hour of my 
WLI, I had a vision - I was in between deep meditation and dreaming - of the an-
gels. They were glowing so brightly that I couldn’t make out much detail other 
than their robes, with V-necks. Then I sort of “awoke,” then went back in, and had 
a different vision of a garden-like place. It flickered and became solid. But there 
was a little devil playing a fiddle over the bank of a pond with people’s faces, dis-
tressed and swirling (kind of comical). I’ve had similar experiences, where I have 
what seems like a high vibration, very light-filled experience followed by a a low 
or somewhat scary one. Are these real? Is this my vibration bouncing around? 
Was the little devil vision a fear for me? My wish was help with the Shadow 
Work. 

Belinda: I don’t think they were real, in that, there really was a devil playing a fid-
dle, but they were real, in that, they were symbolically real. You are facing your 
deepest fears and letting them be healed. Perhaps you fear that you are inher-
ently bad?

Tina: Yes I think so. I fear going to hell.



Ellie: After the Shaman showed us what he needed to show us for that day, is 
it necessary to travel back to the cave and out in the garden? Or can we stay 
where we are and just end the meditation (especially if it feels right to let the 
Shaman keep sorting the fear out until next time)?

Belinda: Stay where you are and end the meditation there. ONLY if you are guid-
ed to do so, would you travel back down the path and into the garden.

Anja: Was it the WL Angels and my Shaman who actually helped heal my line 5 
today? I had been on that line for 10 days and somehow had the impression I 
needed the WL retreat to move on. Does that make sense? But if so, why? For 
the other lines I usually needed 3 or 4 days.

Belinda: Yes. But it is always the shaman and the White Light angels that help 
you heal yourself in shadow work section, but you need to make internal shifts 
for them to be able to heal you. The shaman and White Light angels don’t heal 
us, per say, they help us to heal ourselves.

Anja: And another question: I would love to finish all 12 lines in 3 weeks - I have 
7 lines to go - is that doable or is it too much of a stretch given that until now I 
have needed to step on each line several times, and you said we should not go 
into the cave every day?

Belinda: Don’t put a time frame on it. Just keep going.

Alisa: Is it possible during the shadow work that the ego can get even louder in 
daily life to test and challenge us? I feel that some shadows/fears, when released 
in meditation with a clear sign to move to the next line, still keep being tested 
in daily life - it feels like my ego is not ready to give up on the issue and my soul 
keeps nudging me to ‘trust’. I now feel calmer about this (felt major pulsing & 
‘work’ on my lower chakras!), but I’d love your thoughts about the ego’s role in 
this process. Can I expect it to settle?



Belinda: Yes, it certainly can, because you are becoming aware of how it is oper-
ating in your everyday life. You are seeing it more clearly than ever before.

Kelly: Sorry to be a downer, I hope you know that I love you and this work, but 
I’m feeling rather underwhelmed by all of this work at the moment. I have been 
meeting with my shaman, but nothing has been coming up for a couple of weeks 
(about 4 meditations)... I’m only on line 3. Man, life is busy and trying to do this 
work and live a busy mama life is hard. Right, rant over...back to it huh!

Belinda: Yes, it is hard when you have kids and life is busy. Have I understood 
it correctly than in the past couple of weeks, you have only meditated 4 times? 
If so, that explains a lot because most of us have to travel to the shaman’s cave 
MANY times to move forward, but maybe I misunderstood you.

Bianca: White Light Retreat was powerful and wonderful! On the second day 
a fear came to my awareness spontaneously that I hadn‘t been aware of before 
(fear of being expelled, e.g., from a community). Is it possible that this is of actual 
importance to the Shadow Work Journey (I didn‘t finish the direction I had been 
working on before the WLR) or is it only coincidental and without connection to 
the shadow work?

Belinda: It is definitely related to the SWJ. Journal it!

Julijana: One time during my journey I was given the instructions to BE the sha-
man as he didn’t show up. So I went in and I was basically alone but holding the 
knowing I am the shaman at the same time so I felt strong. I feel it’s about me 
owning my power and being responsible with it. On the other coin of this, a lot of 
my lines have been about being alone, doing things alone and not having anyone 
to rely on. So I find myself “needing” and wishing my shaman to show up every 
time I set out on my journey. I hope I don’t have to be HIM. Can you shed some 
clarity about this and maybe offer your opinion for me if you can?



Belinda: I think it was a one-time experience for you to be the shaman; to stand 
in your power and own it. This is the lesson you needed to learn. But you aren’t 
the shaman nor should you be in the future. He will aid you but you do need to 
know you are supported and eternally powerful.

Julijana: My second question - Can you briefly describe what the “successful” 
cave journey looks or feels like? Going through these fears and anxieties and sit-
ting with them is hard and I know you know that. But would be helpful to hear a 
“success” story or example what that looks like. What do you hold as a vision for 
us in this... Give us a perspective from outside of the cave for now. 

Belinda: When the shaman’s cave is no longer there, and you have walked on all 
twelve lines, you have finished the shadow work journey, and are now able to 
meet your sacred soul essences. This is the sign of a successful completion.

Trish: Is it part of the work to see someone in your cave, and lying on one of your 
lines, that you have “baggage” with? I saw myself healing their chakras and wish-
ing them well. I’m not sure if this is meant to happen in the shadow work or not, 
where you work on someone else’s chakras. This experience felt healing for me.. 
At least.

Belinda: If you didn’t actively visualise it - which you didn’t - and it just hap-
pened, it was supposed to happen.

Betsy: I am definitely feeling/seeing my fears come up in day to day life, more so 
than with the Shaman, and boy the ego get’s strong at times!

Belinda: Yes, you are seeing what was already there, but the contrast is stronger. 
You are then in the empowered situation to chose differently; to chose the light 
over the dark.

Ruby: So relieved to read others are seeing their shadow work come up in their 
daily lives. It’s been almost overwhelming but fascinating at the same time to 
“see” the shadow journey and opportunities for choices in my daily interactions.



Helen: I know you have said we can go back to a line later. I am now thinking on 
a couple of early lines I was too much in my head, but the lines are no longer visi-
ble. Is it still possible to go back? 

Belinda: If the lines have disappeared, you can’t go back, so that means you have 
successfully integrated and healed them. Just move forward now.

Anna: I have completed 5 lines, but I am not really sure where I stand at this 
point. In the recent White Light retreat one of the things that I experienced was 
anger. I think the cleansing is bringing up anger towards people and situations to 
clear it. I am so ready to clear it though. Also, I have this sense of longing, loss, 
and sadness that things won’t be the same anymore. I have been living an illusion 
and now the veil has lifted.

Belinda: If you don’t know where you are in the shadow work journey, just keep 
going to the cave and then you will find your orientation. The way to ‘clear’ the 
emotions that are coming up is by doing the ACCM + White Light channeling but 
also, maybe, you need to scream in a pillow.

Luke: Oh and don’t hold back on anything just let it rip if you do it.

Suzi: I have a question about the shadow work going on for our partners as well. 
Lots has been coming up for my boyfriend and I wonder if me working on my 
shadow has anything to do with that? There are also positive developments in 
our relationship - we now talk much more as a result of what is going on. He 
even wanted to know about meditation, which is sort of a miracle, yay! 
 Another question: if we intuitively feel that we can move onto the next line, 
can the fear that we dealt with still show up in our daily life? Or does that mean 
the line is not ‘completed’ yet?



Belinda: Whatever you do will always affect your partner. Hopefully by you de-
ciding to align yourself with the light, we will want to walk this path with you! If 
you intuitively feel you need to move to the next, you need to do this, but this 
doesn’t mean that this fear is permanently eradicated from your life. It has been 
healed in your energy-body but your job now is to be vigilant with your ACCM + 
mindfulness work so that the sneaky ego can’t get back in.

Liana: I have been wondering about the deep healing work that I had with the 
Shipibo Shaman in Peru & how this may be affecting my current shadow work. 
I’m nearing my two-year anniversary of my first ceremony, Sept. 19th, and have 
been in an “energetic cocoon” of healing on the outer/physical, amazing to watch 
the unfolding of all that I was shown, including what I now know for certain was 
the WL & this class! I’ve felt as if my shadow work so far has gone very easily 
(in the cave at least) and am wondering if the prior deep ego-purge work I have 
done is the reason for this, or if I’m somehow avoiding going deeper...?  

Belinda: Whatever transpires for you in the shaman’s cave is good and right. Just 
keep journeying there. That is all you need to do.

Clarissa: You say that it is more important to feel than to see (chakra cleans-
ing,shadow work, etc.). But that’s exactly my problem - often I see the images 
in front of me but without any emotions. That is so difficult, for example, while 
manifesting. I wonder if it works at all? At the shadow work I’m just on line 3 and 
nothing happens. I don’t see anything, I don’t feel anything or I fall asleep. Today 
I’m a little bit frustrated. I always feel I’m missing something. What can I do?

Belinda: Do you have a problem, in general, to feel emotions? Let me know this, 
and we can take it from there.

Clarissa: Yes I have a problem, in general, to feel emotions.

Belinda: Ok. Then that is why you aren’t experiencing the emotions. In order to 
manifest and experience this journey more fully, you need to ‘feel’ more. I’m ask-
ing the White Light Angels now to help you with this.



Christy: My journey is quite straight forward, no big visions happening. When I 
go into the lines it’s mostly dark and I sit with it each time. I have so much energy 
coursing through me though, and things coming up for me, that I feel the pro-
cess is working and I’m exactly where I need to be. My ego is going pretty hard 
too, which tells me I’m on exactly the right track. I have a feeling, an idea, about 
what’s coming up on each line, but I don’t know that I could put a word on each 
one and am wondering if I should be going back to ask my shaman to help me be 
clear about what each fear is? Or try and just be clearer from now on? The lines 
are disappearing and I feel the work is successful, I just can’t name them.... What 
should I do?

Belinda: Yes, from now on do try to identify what is happening. Even if you are 
unsure, you still need to try to grasp it. Even if you can only write a few vague 
words.

Jo: At last session with the shaman I was on line 5 and I was taken back to being 
around one year old and I could see through the baby’s eyes, and I was eating 
a ruskit with vegemite on it and looking all around me with big eyes and I could 
see small lights everywhere like little fireflies around everything... The message 
was that this was me when I was a baby and I clearly had the connection to the 
other side. I could see a cord from my 6th chakra/3rd eye leading out in the uni-
verse and this was my channel and that I was told to strengthen my chakras, 
raise my vibration and strengthen the cord so I could clearly connect to the other 
side. Is this shape shifting or remembering? It was truly amazing. 

Belinda: It sounds like a bit of both.

Rebecca: When we finish all 12 lines, should we have an intuitive feeling of com-
pleteness? And if we don’t feel this, will we be guided to where we need to back-
track?

Belinda: When you finish all twelve lines, the shaman’s cave will disappear, so 
you will know it is finished. Most people don’t feel guided to backtrack, although 
it sometimes happens.



Alana: I am still only on line 2. I guess I’m just looking for some encouragement 
that I’m doing okay at this pace. Line 1 was very intense for me and it took me a 
while to process that one.
 My other question is for line 2. When I first stepped on the line, I had mem-
ories of my ex, who I think, still, after three years, I am holding onto sadness 
and anger there towards him. It felt like bile was rising in my mouth. I originally 
thought this was about forgiveness but I went back a second time to line 2 and 
this time all I felt was a lot of pain in my lower back (which is common for me) 
and around my legs. I had the thought this is now about letting go and could be 
much bigger than just the stuff with my ex. Then, this weekend I had a dream 
about him. It was very vivid and brought up all my old emotions and sadness. It 
was more I felt heartbroken and terribly alone (like abandonment - which has 
come up for me in previous healing work), and this felt to me like a self-love is-
sue. So I feel like this line could be about self-love, abandonment or letting go. 
I’m just struggling to see how all these are linked for line 2, but yet I know that 
they are. Any thoughts?

Belinda: Just keep showing up and try to go at a faster pace now so that you can 
keep up. You are vibrationally ready to take it up a notch. Don’t worry about how 
those emotions are linked to line 2 yet. You will find the link but for now, just 
keep moving forward and processing what is happening. Awesome work.

Lisa: My question about the shadow work is that I’m still not feeling like I can 
pulse the White Light. I feel like I have a very weak connection to chakra 8 and 
the White. Should I stop or can I continue and will it strengthen as I go?

Belinda: Keep going with the journey. It will strengthen as you strengthen your 
connection to chakra 8!


